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To the leaders of the national

mathematics and computer science

olympiad teams

Dear friends,

The Institute of Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Republican Lyceum

on Physics, Mathematics and Informatics with the support of the Ministry of Education of the

Republic of Azerbaijan will host international Olympiad dedicated to the memory of prominent

Azerbaijani scientist, mathematician, specialist in the field of artificial intelligence and

computer science, the the founder of the theory "Fuzzy Logic" Lotfi Zadeh.

Lotfi Zadeh was member of many foreign academies. He has been awarded with

numerous medals by prestigious societies and foundations. He is an honourary doctor of

dozens of foreign state and public organizations. Lotfi Zadeh is considered as one the most

cited scholars in the world. "The Zadeh Institute of Information Technologies" was established

in Berkeley, California.

The purpose of the Olympiad is to honour the genious scientist, also form and develop

friendly relations between schoolschildren from various countries of the world and

establishment of new contacts by involving in cooperation computer science and

mathematics teachers.

The Olympiad will be held online on20-25.12.2021 in mathematics and computer

science disciplines. Each team should consist of 8 people, including leader, deputy leader, 3

schoolchildren for mathematics and 2 schoolchildren for computer science. The official

languages of the Olympiad are Azerbaijani and English.



The overall results will be announced both individually and as a team.

On behalf of the lnstitute of Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan, with great

pleasure and sincerity, I invite students from your country to participate in this event. I wish

all of them to succeed!

Registration for teams please click link below

https://lotfizadeh. orq/

Director Rufat Azlzov


